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* Comprehensive stock charting application with sophisticated built-in technical indicators * Create
charts for any security registered on NYSE, AMEX or NASDAQ * Support for real-time data recording

and updates * Powerful chart management feature * Support for multiple indicator settings per stock
* Create charts for a predefined list of securities * Support for price and volume charts * Ability to
export chart data as PDF file * Perform simple trading strategies (buy / sell / trigger) * Ability to
export and import data from CSV file * Customizable title bar, font, size and color * Quick charts
performance summary * Ability to define multiple chart styles, colors and sizes * A built-in ticker

database with over 20,000 listed securities * Additional indicators can be easily configured * Multi-
monitor support * Ability to open multiple charts simultaneously * Support for protected libraries *
Support for Edge 500 and Chrome extensions * Ability to import and export data from Excel files *

Ability to edit data points * Built-in help file * Full Chrome license * Updater is free! * Full source code
is available at ================================= REQUIRED Minimum Windows
requirements: 64 bit: Intel® Core™2 Duo CPU 1024 MB RAM Operating system: Windows® 7 SP1,
Windows® 8, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10 Chrome® 64-bit Internet Explorer® 10, Windows® 7,

Windows® 8, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10 Recommendations: 1024 MB RAM Contact information:
The application is distributed as a free demo version that is only accessible in the Web. * Password is
required to access the application * Please provide your email address to receive notification of new
updates * If you want to avoid receiving updates, please turn off the notification Charts are created
according to predefined templates or can be created from scratch. A wide selection of chart styles is
available. Export all charts as GIF or JPEG files as well as to HTML and PDF formats. Built-in support
for Edge and Chrome extensions. The application can be setup to update the chart automatically. A

wide selection of chart styles is available. Export all charts as GIF or JPEG files as well as to HTML and
PDF formats. * Additional market conditions are available for the most popular
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Stock Market Screener is the application designed to simplify the "stock market time commitment"
of our customers. The application allows to obtain the on-line stock market data in the shortest time
of the daily market updates. This useful tool is especially helpful to make investment decisions while

commuting to work. Stock Market Screener Description: A series of useful technical indicators are
introduced in the second version of Zero-based Portfolio. The application provides several additional
indicators and a chart for each security. You can open several charts at the same time, use a right or
left click to select a particular security or to turn the visibility of a particular indicator on or off. Zero-

based Portfolio Description: Predictive Simulations is the tool that allows you to test your trading
strategies or investment strategies. The idea of the tool is quite simple - predict the market

movement with the help of moving averages and technical indicators. The application comes in two
versions. Some indicators are available in the first version of the application (among them some

new). Predictive Simulations Description: One of the most popular financial tools is the online stock
screener www.simplerfinance.com. Millions of people use the application for online money

management. The demo version of the application serves as an educational tool and as an example
of how the application looks like. Simpler Finance is a free time saving tool for stock market

investors. The tool allows you to run a large number of financial transactions and to perform in real
time. You can open a chart for a particular security, perform different types of transactions, add a

stop loss, take profit, purchase in advance, etc. Simpler Finance Description: Positioning Calculator is
a popular investment tool. The tool allows you to calculate the percentage of the equity in a stock or
a mutual fund, to evaluate tax implications of investment or cash withdrawal. The application allows
to measure the potential profit by applying a simple exchange rate model. The application allows to

calculate the expected return. The application can handle several millions of funds. Positioning
Calculator Description: Performance Predictor is a time saving application for stock market investors.

The main ideas behind this free application is to present the user with a simple interface while
performing several complex transactions. The application allows to open a chart for a particular

security, to perform several transactions for a given security, to calculate the risk adjusted return
and to measure the potential profit. Performance Predictor Description: Util b7e8fdf5c8
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Ashkon Stock Watch 

Comprehensive application for visualizing and analyzing a number of technical indicators that enable
to test trading strategies at a quick glance. Use predefined lists of securities for a quick look at the
most active or the most anticipated securities of a given company. Support for more than 150
countries around the world. An opportunity to trade via a built-in one-click buy and sell feature.
Added support for trading on NASDAQ and NYSE. Additional known bugs Fixed. Ashkon Stock Watch
Customers Reviews "This is the ONLY stockchart I use. It is great. Can't go back to any other
stockchart." -Jeffrey Calvin "I've been using Ashkon Stock Watch for years. Every time I do a financial
analysis of any stock, I use this application. It is great for these kinds of analysis. I highly recommend
it to you." -Rashid R. Islam "I think Ashkon Stock Watch is the best stockchart for stockmarket
analysis." -Brian F. Gerlach "This is my favorite stockchart. It has more than I need for quick
analysis." -Carl C. Bierber "Ashkon Stock Watch is a perfect application for stockinvesting. It has
clear, understandable and readable indicators." -Kevin P. Arock Ashkon Stock Watch Screenshot
“Getting Started Guide” will teach you how to use Ashkon Stock Watch Pro. - Our new Ashkon Stock
Watch is a comprehensive and handy application for creating various charts for financial market use.
Unlike a conventional financial website it allows to display several technical indicators for a single
security on the same chart, open multiple chart documents, maintain predefined lists of securities
and test your own

What's New in the Ashkon Stock Watch?

- Create chart document and open several charts at once. - Lookup option brings you a database of
over 20,000 securities listed on NYSE, NASDAQ and AMEX. - Buy and sell option provides you with a
unique opportunity to apply a trading strategy to a given security. - An efficient built in charting
engine allows you to use all indicators on the same chart. - Ability to maintain lists of securities
which facilitates efficient usage of resources. - Load multiple lists to the preferences for quick
execution of predefined strategies. - Ability to save and open charts on a mobile device. - Undo/redo
history saves all changes to the chart document in a detail mode. - You can export charts to a
desired size, resolution and png/jpg. - Ability to reduce chart zoom for a clear overview of the chart
detail. - You can click on the chart to open and edit ticker's trading details. - The charts are updated
within 1 second after the chart document is opened. - Ability to change the chart size and zoom. -
Use one click to buy/sell securities. - Ability to set the ticker fee per hour. - Ability to edit the chart's
title. - Option to adjust chart margins. - Ability to change chart width and height. - Option to change
the font size. - Accessibility of multiple languages. - Ability to save configuration and user settings. -
Maintains the security chart information in the background for quick access. - Ability to customize
price channels. - Ability to check the stock is available for purchase. - Ability to sort securities by
name/price/volume/high/low - Option to create and save your own charts. - Select the wanted chart
file format. - Ability to export to a desired size, resolution and png/jpg. - Ability to set ticker fee per
hour. - One click to buy/sell securities. - Ability to set the minimum quantity of the trade. - Ability to
set the quantity increment. - Ability to set the ticker name. - Option to define the ticker color. -
Option to define the ticker quality. - Ability to add the chart document in favorites. - Option to edit
chart title. - Ability to lock the chart document. - Option to add the chart document in notes. - Ability
to set the chart size. - Ability to
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 2GB RAM Recommended: Processor:
Intel Core i3 Memory: 4GB RAM Hard Drive: 17GB available space Graphics: DirectX 9 compliant GPU
with 1GB RAM Additional Notes: Install our freely available Player Settings Software (comes with the
game) Application file size is 25.9 MB. You will be required to have the auto-play
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